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SUNDAY ADMIN

Remember your name tag . 
If not printed on Friday:

Print OOS
Reception computer password: Harajuku1! 
Access PDF on UUCC website > Download > View PDF in Adobe > File > Print >
Select TOSHIBA B&W device > Properties > Finishing > 2-sided printing (second
icon) > Staple (fifth icon — 2 staples on left) > Basic > Number of copies (5) > OK
> Print 

Copy sign in sheets if necessary
Usher basket (Located either in chancel closet or in office behind reception desk) 
Blue envelope (only need 1) with offering/attendance form (behind reception desk) 
Usher badges — inside blue envelopes 

(ushers have a bad habit of going home with them... not much you can do. They can
write usher on a disposable name tag)

9:00 am 
OOS and blue envelope on tall round table in sanctuary

9:15 am check to make sure your volunteers have arrived.  
Greeters, Ushers, set-up/take-down.  
If not, contact them (check Realm).  
No show: you may have to shuffle volunteers or do the job yourself.  

9:30 check in with volunteers, make sure nothing got missed. Common misses: 
Joys and sorrows stand/book. Also check that it is open and the next empty
page says “Joys and Sorrows” with the date. 
Offering basket from chancel on round table with sign. 
QR codes hanging around.  
Greeter tables are not always properly laid out. 

Before Service: 
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Mark Attendance
Take the Sign In sheets from the tables
If you do not have your own computer:

Grab computer from middle cabinet of reception desk. It is in the sunflower bag. 
Open it up and log in: 

hello@uucolumbia.net 
cnr_fjq_nqp6hgn*BZW 

Go to Realm and log in
Find the menu on the left hand side  
Pick ADMIN > Groups > Attendance > Scroll down and select "Worship"
Select today's worship service (be careful to not select any other event)
Mark the attendance for each person who signed in. 

If someone does not have a realm account, you have to make them a Realm
account. If they did not fill out a visitor form , send their info to Sara and Hannah
(they may be filling the form out during service). 

Pull out checks for Bob and Margie (this can be done during service)
Cabinet on the left of the receptionist desk
Black basket and Computer in sunflower case

If black basket does not have the red envelope with the checks in it, you will have
to open the black drop box behind the reception desk to retrieve the red envelope. 

Make sure everything from service gets put away.  
Common misses: 

QR Codes put in clear basket. 
Joys and sorrows stand/book. 
Offering basket/envelope 

(blue envelope goes into black drop box in the office). 
Name tag drawers 

You are in charge of 
The blue envelope with the offering

During Service:

After service:  

SUNDAY ADMIN
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Arrive at 9:00 am (1 hr before worship) 
Bring flowers if you can (it's okay if you can’t or forget, there are flowers around the building
you can grab and put on the table).

Flowers go on Joys and Sorrows table. 
There are vases in the kitchen.

Before 9: 15 am, get the following items from the chancel closet and set them in their places:
Chalice and lighter—put on little table in front of podium. 
Bell, stick, doily, and clear stand—put them on the empty spot to the left of the podium. 
Joys and Sorrows bowl of rocks and empty clear bowl—goes on table at the bottom of the
chancel steps, front and center.  

Fill clear bowl with water halfway—water can be found in the kitchen.  
The following set-up items can be done after 9:15 am, but no later than 9:40 am

Joys and Sorrows tall red-brown stand—put next to the round tall boy inside the entrance of
the Sanctuary.
Small, green plastic bin in the chancel closet

Joys and Sorrows book and pen—goes on the Joys and Sorrows stand
Open to next empty spot, write at the top “Joys and Sorrows” and the date. 

Offering Basket—goes on the round cocktail table
Offering Sign—goes on the round cocktail table
OOS QR Codes (7)—these need to be set out in many different places:

Each round cocktail table out in the lobby (2)
The Visitors table (1)
The Name tag table (1)
Hanging on the wall next to the entrance to Sanctuary C (1)
The round cocktail table inside the Sanctuary (1)
There is an extra one just in case. 

Order of Service—goes on the round cocktail table 
It is possible these are not in the basket. if they are not, ask the Sunday Admin
where they are. Sometimes they have not been printed yet. 

If the name tag drawers are not taken out, take them out and set them on the Greeter table in
the lobby.  

SET-UP
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Joys and Sorrows bowls
Pour out the water from the clear bowl—either in the kitchen or outside.

Put rocks back into the bowl of rocks.
Put both bowls away in the chancel closet where you found them.

 Chalice and lighter—put away in chancel closet where you found them. 
Bell, stick, doily, and clear stand—put away in chancel closet where you found them. 
Flowers 

If you brought flowers, feel free to bring them home or give them to someone who would
like them. 
Please do not leave us a new vase. If you want to leave the flowers for UUCC staff that is
lovely, but leave them in a vase that was already in OBIC. We have way too many vases
collected over the years. 
If you found the flowers in OBIC, put them back where you found them. 

These go back into the small, green basket:
Offering Basket
Offering Sign
Joys and Sorrows book and pen
Order of Service QR Codes—take them down from their spots (7 total):

Each cocktail table out in the lobby (2)
The Visitors table (1)
The Name tag table (1)
Hanging on the wall next to the entrance to Sanctuary C (1)
The  cocktail table inside the Sanctuary (1)
There is an extra one just in case. 

Extra printed Orders of Service—recycle
Joys and Sorrows stand—goes back into the chancel closet

After worship service is over, you can begin take-down (no specific order):

TAKE-DOWN
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GREETER 
Upper Level
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Arrive by 9:15 am (45 min before service). 
Take the greeter supplies from the chancel closet in the clear container. You should find:

Name tag supplies (Goes on one of the small tables by the stained glass):
Pronoun stickers 
Blank name tags 
BLM pins  
Pens/Markers and other stickers

Rainbow and UUCC tablecloths (goes on 6ft visitor table)
Visitor QR Code (goes on 6ft visitor table)
Sign in papers and pens (goes on the tall round tables in lobby)

OOS QR codes, as well. 
Signs in plastic casing to put on tables

Extra masks in a small rectangular clear container (put on 6ft table)
Take out the drawers for the name tags (can be found in the sanctuary back by the hymnals)
and set them out on one of the smaller tables along the stained-glass windows. 

One person stands in the lobby area out by the tall round tables to help guide people through
the sign-in process.
Another person stands by the visitor and nametag tables. If a visitor comes it is your job to give
them a visitor card and give them any extra information they may need. 
It is not your job to “police” whether someone has a mask on. However, if you feel comfortable
reminding someone to put one on, or handing them one from the stash of extra masks, you may
do so. But if anything escalates or if you are by any means uncomfortable, grab a staff member.
Keep an eye out for anyone who looks confused, uncertain, or in need of assistance in any way. 

If they are a returning attendee who just needs guidance:
Have one person in the household write their name 

Direct them to the name tag station and OOS QR code
If they are returning but need extra assistance:

help them sign in as much as you can and then direct them to 

Set up: 

Process: 

                 and email on the sign in paper for contact tracing reasons. 

                 the lobby usher or a staff member who can devote more attention to them. 



GREETER 
Upper Level

Your number one job is to help someone who is new or visiting:
Welcome them!
Hand them a visitor card, ask them to fill it out and return it to you 

Guide them to the name tag station and show 

Show them to the next usher who can then 

If there is time, ask them about themselves and tell them a little bit

Hang around for 5ish minutes after service starts for late comers, then you 

leave the sign in sheets and name tag drawers set out. 
you can pack a lot of the other misc things on the tables up. 

Put everything that can be used for next Sunday back in the green basket and into the chancel
closet.
If you haven't already, give sign in sheets to Sunday admin. 
Recycle anything that cannot be used for next service.
Wait a little to give people a moment to put their name tags away and then put drawers back. 
In general, make sure all of the tables in the lobby are clear. 
Check in on the Take-down volunteer and make sure they don’t need assistance. 

           They can even fill it out during service and return it to the visitor table. 

            them the OOS QR code and name tags. 

           help them find a seat. 

           about yourself. 

      can attend service. 

 
After service: 
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Arrive by 9:30 am (half hour before service)
You can find all of the supplies you need in the UUCC office on the top shelf of the small
bookcase to the left of the bathroom door. Set them out on the table in the downstairs lobby. 

Sign in sheet
"Welcome, please sign in" sign
Visitor Cards
Pens
OOS QR Code

Open the door to outside. If you look up, you will see a switch that says "automatic / off / hold
open". Toggle the switch to "hold open" (if the weather allows) and stand by the door so you
can welcome people as they walk up to the building.

Greet people and ask them to sign in; we only need the name of one person per household for
contact tracing reasons. 
Masks are required. It is not your job to “police” whether someone has a mask on. However, if
you feel comfortable reminding someone to put one on, you may do so. But if anything escalates
or if you are by any means uncomfortable, grab a staff member.

There are a few extra masks amongst the supplies and more upstairs.
Keep an eye out for anyone who looks confused, uncertain, or in need of assistance in any way. 
If they are returning but need extra assistance:

help them as much as you can.
Remember, there is an elevator down the hallway.
If there are two of you, one of you can walk them upstairs 
and ask a Hospitality Team Member to show them everything they need upstairs. 

Your number one job is to help someone who is new or visiting:
Welcome them!
Hand them a visitor card, ask them to fill it out and return it to the visitor table upstairs.
If there are two of you, one of you can guide them upstairs to the name tag table and the
usher outside of the Sanctuary.  
If there is time, ask them about themselves and tell them a little bit about yourself. 

If there is a device that is playing sound from worship service, turn it off and return it to the
sound team. 

Set up:

Process:

Hang around for 5ish minutes after service starts for late comers, then you can attend service. Leave
the sign in sheets on the table.  

GREETER 
Lower Level
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Put everything that can be used for next Sunday back where you got it
If they haven't already gotten them, give the sign in sheets to Sunday admin. 
Recycle anything that cannot be used for next service.
Go upstairs to the greeters and help them clean up. 

Wait a little to give people a moment to put their name tags away and then
put drawers back. 
In general, make sure all of the tables are clear. 

Check in on the Take-down volunteer and make sure they don’t need assistance. 

After service: 

GREETER 
Downstairs
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USHERS 

Arrive by 9:30 am (30 min before service). 
Check the round table by the doors in Sanctuary C for:

The offertory basket
the blue envelope 

inside look for usher badges, pen, and form to write attendance and offering on.
The printed Orders of Service
A QR code for the Order of Service. 

Put usher badge on. If the above items are not there, ask an Admin. 

Greet people as they enter the Sanctuary. 
If you do not recognize them, introduce yourself. 
Make sure they have the Order of Service either physical or QR code on their phone. 

If seating is difficult to find, help people find seats, especially help families find seats together. 
Some people may need more assistance for any number of reasons, please help them get
whatever they may need. For example:

Hearing device at the sound booth. 
More accessible seating on an aisle.
Or seating up close to be better able to see what is going on. 
Writing in the Joys and Sorrows book.

When announcements begin, close the doors immediately inside of the vestibule. 
Leave the outer doors open. 

Assist anyone who may need help finding the bathroom, Joys and Sorrows book, offering
basket, or anything else.
Count the attendance of everyone, usually done around the offering.

Open the doors you closed. 
Count the money that was left in the basket.

write the amount on the form, along with the attendance, and put in blue envelope.
give it to the Sunday Admin

Set up

Before service

During service

After service

(in person)

Sanctuary Usher
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USHERS (in person)

Lobby Usher
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Arrive by 9:30 am (30 min before service). 
Check the round table by the doors in Sanctuary C for:

The offertory basket
the blue envelope 

inside look for usher badges, pen, and form to write attendance and offering on.
The printed Orders of Service
A QR code for the Order of Service. 

Put usher badge on.

Greet people as they enter the Lobby area
If you do not recognize them, introduce yourself, strike up a conversation if there is time. 
Help them get a name tag.
Make sure they know how to get the OOS from the QR code. 

If they need extra assistance, or a physical OOS, guide them to the Sanctuary Usher. 
If the Sanctuary Usher is busy, please help them get whatever they may need. 

Hearing device at the sound booth. 
More accessible seating on an aisle.
Or seating up close to be better able to see what is going on. 
Writing in the Joys and Sorrows book.

Help Paige or whoever the Worship Leader is that is greeting people in the Lobby with
anything they may need. 
When announcements begin, close the doors immediately inside of the vestibule. Leave the
outer doors open. 

Assist anyone who may need help finding the bathroom, Joys and Sorrows book, offering
basket, or anything else.
Count the attendance of everyone, usually done around the offering.

Open the doors you closed. 
Count the money that was left in the basket.

write the amount on the form, along with the attendance, and put in blue envelope.
give it to the Sunday Admin

Set up

Before service

During service

After service



JOYS AND SORROWS
Arrive at OBIC by 9:40 to set up. Bring a laptop capable of 

Or you can borrow a laptop from UUCC. 
Sit at the white table in the back of the sanctuary by the windows. 
You will need to be subscribed to receive the Joys & Sorrows emails, email Hannah to get
subscribed.

I like to filter these into a special folder so that I can open just that folder on Sunday so as
not to be distracted by other things coming in.

Open the Joys & Sorrows doc. It is usually already set up for today by the magic fairies with
today’s date, the introduction that Paige speaks, and often the first share or two. 

You will need to be added as an editor, email Hannah and ask her to add you as editor.
Check the order of service to find out when J&S will be shared during service so that you can
plan to fetch the book from by the main sanctuary doors during the segment before that.

As emails come in, copy-paste into the document.
The name of the person sharing is listed first in bold followed by 

Depending on how the writer worded it and who is reading on 

Paige is highly experienced building those in as she goes, but a lay leader may not have
as much practice. 
Examples: “So and so shares that…” “This family asks for your thoughts because….” etc. 

I still format it as "Name — shares that/asks that/drops a stone….”
Edit as necessary to correct punctuation or phrasing so that Paige can read them smoothly

If one comes in that is exceptionally long or convoluted, edit appropriately. 
If possible, I try to send it back to the person for approval, but there isn’t always
time. Make a best effort to maintain their meaning and voice.

Set up

      connecting to OBIC wifi or hotspot through your phone.

During Service

            an m-dash like this: — then the test of the Joy or Sorrow.  

           a particular day, you may need to include some sort of transition words. 
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Space the shares thoughtfully so that there isn’t a light, frivolous one next to something serious. 
I like to put joys first, followed by updates or bittersweet or ambiguous ones, and then
sorrows [or sorrows, middles, joys depending on the day, the content, etc]
I also tend to pay attention to how “close to home” a share is and take that into account,
especially if there are a lot. 

For example, if there is a share about a specific member

At the appropriate time, collect the J&S book and transcribe those 

If there are none, add a note in the document to let Paige know.

After the J&S are shared in service, copy and paste them into an email to the Karuna Care
Team uucc_karuna@googlegroups.com 

You will need to be a member of that group to send them an email, this is something Paige
can do for you.

Return the Joys & Sorrows book to the podium by the door.

Be vigilant to spell people’s names correctly. Sometimes I need to verify in Realm or ask Sara D.,
Valerie, or Hannah if they are available.
Watch out for missing words, or tricky phrases to speak aloud.
Occasionally, a share will come in that asks to be anonymous, or they don’t write their name in
the book. Treat these particularly carefully. If the sender is known to me, I will pass this info on to
Paige.
Finally, as alluded to above, this role opens you to being privy to some personal information.
Yes, they are shared publicly in the service, but they are still private to our community and are
even edited out of the recordings that are made public. Treat this with the significance it carries.

During Service continued...

              of our community, I might put that before one that is more global 
              [or after if it seems appropriate to end on one that is close and 
              particularly relevant].

      into the document fitting them into the structure above. 

After Service

Notes:

JOYS AND SORROWS
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 Remove the center cap on top of the coffee server pot and place pot back into position under
the brew basket. Do not skip this step or hot coffee will spill everywhere!
 Place a coffee filter in the brew basket, being careful not to cover the triangular bump-out
where hot water will pass (just shape the filter around it).
 Pour ground coffee into the filter:

 For a FULL (128 oz) pot, use 1 1/3 cups of coffee grounds.
 For a HALF (64 oz) pot, use 2/3 cups of coffee grounds. 

 Slide brew basket back into the brew head. 
 Turn power button ON and choose either FULL (128 oz) or HALF (64 oz).
 Press button A for Regular or button C for Decaf (don't use button B).
 Wait about four (4) minutes for the pot to brew (you will know when it has finished dripping
and the display screen indicates it is finished).
 Once brewing is complete, remove brew basket and discard filter and used grounds. Wash
basket, rinse thoroughly, and allow to dry. 
 Remove canisters carefully and place the center cap on top to help retain heat. 
 Place in kitchen window.
 Remove round, gridded drip plate from brewer and place under spigot of coffee server.

To Make Coffee
1.

2.

3.
a.
b.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
10.
11.

COFFEE INSTRUCTIONS
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Bring canisters to sink in kitchen and pour out unused coffee. 
Thoroughly rinse the canisters, allowing clean water to run through the spigots. 
Allow coffee servers to dry and replace into position in brewer. 

Cleaning Up Coffee



No later than 10:30 am start coffee according to Coffee Instructions on the coffee pot or the
page before this one. 

If this is a Choir Sunday, coffee may already be started. Please check and refill it if necessary.
How much? Make a judgement base on the service (how many people do you think will
attend?) the weather: many people don't show up on rainy days, fewer people drink hot
coffee in the hot summer, etc. and go from there. You can always make more if someone
reports that it is empty.  

While coffee is brewing, place out other supplies on the table in front of the kitchen window. You
will find the supplies in the drawers. Things can get scrambled, so check all drawers before
assuming something is missing. 

Cups 
Cream (powdered cream)
Sugar
Tea and Hot Chocolate packs 
Ice water (in a pitcher)

If you have run low on supplies, there is a clear container at the bottom of the metal island
marked "UUCC extra supplies," you should find whatever you need there. 

Coffee Hour Set Up

COFFEE HOUR 
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Please put everything away after coffee hour is over 
and clean the coffee canisters according to coffee instructions. 

Put coffee canisters out on window between kitchen and Sanctuary B, according to the Coffee
Instructions. 
Make lemonade (this is an optional step, but many people
do not drink coffee and appreciate a cold flavored drink)

You can either use a pitcher or a beverage dispenser
(most of the beverage dispensers do not have lids, you
may need to cover with a plate).

Note: the beverage dispensers are likely too big for
normal coffee hour usage. But on services with
large attendance or special events, the beverage
dispensers are a great option. 

Follow instructions on powdered lemonade can for
lemonade to water ratio.  



SNACKS
Thank you for bringing snacks!
Snacks for coffee hour are acquired only from congregants who volunteer to donate snacks.

No later than 10:30 am you may set the snacks out on the tables throughout the sanctuary or
on the rectangle table in front of the kitchen, whichever way works best depending on the type
of snacks you have. 

There are plates in the drawers that you can set the food out on. 
If you put them out before service begins, put a napkin or paper towel on them. 

Setting food out

Finger food is best, so congregants can pick the snack up and
walk around.
We have congregants with allergies. Please try to avoid high
profile allergens, especially ones like nuts and peanuts that
some people cannot even be in the same room with.

If you do have a snack that has allergens in it, please label
it with a warning.

Things to keep in mind when purchasing snacks

Please clean everything up and wash anything you used from the kitchen. Thank you!
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 Mugs are stored in 2 labeled drawers.
 A tray for used mugs and utensils, green bin poster, landfill signage, and a small sign indicating
disposition of compostable cold cups are all on the upper shelf to the left of the microwave.
 Plastic containers to collect green bin waste are on the floor under the sink to the left of the
dishwasher. 
 Compostable cups are located in a labeled cardboard box under the kitchen middle island. 

Location of Green Supplies and Equipment
1.
2.

3.

4.

GREEN V    LUNTEER DUTIES
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Set out 15 mugs on the left side of pass through. 
Coffee Mugs

Set it on the table in Sanctuary B with a sign, "used mugs," visible. 
Tray for Used Mugs and Cutlery

Put one container and green bin poster out in Sanctuary B next to the garbage can. 
Place a sign on the garbage can that says “Landfill”. 

Compost Bins

Set out some compostable cups and the sign indicating their disposal in the green bin waste
container on a table in Sanctuary B.

Compostable Cups

A soon as coffee hour starts push the “I, II or II” button on the dishwasher so it reaches running
temperature by the time coffee hour is over.                                                        
Set out a pitcher of cold water adjacent to the cold cups.

BEFORE SERVICE

AFTER SERVICE

WHEN COFFEE HOUR IS OVER
Collect all signs and replace on the top shelf next to the microwave.
Collect all used mugs and utensils, place is a dishwasher tray and place tray in dishwasher. 
Follow the detailed instructions on the side of the dishwasher. 

When cycle is over (approx. 2 minutes), place dishes on the towel to the right of the
dishwasher. Dry and put away.

Empty compost contents into the orange container with a lid and store in the fridge for Trish
Steinhilber to pick up (She is tracking our compost and has a green bin).


